[June on J, let the fonction M be defined by the equality M(s, t) = (as)(at)A(s, /). Then, if the double integral JJ-^ x j¡ M exists and is finite, it will be denoted by ||<x||2.
In subsequent proofs, use will be made of the fact that if ||a||2 exists, then so do the corresponding iterated integrals, and the three are equal.
Theorem 3.1. If a is a continuous function on J, then ||a||2S:0. Moreover, ||a|2 = 0 if and only if a = 0.
A proof of this theorem for the case of a single contour with continuous curvature is given on pages 157-159 of [1] .
Lemma 3.1. If \\a\\2 exists and is finite, then a is summable on J.
Proof. If ||a||2 exists, then J"0m as at A(s, t) ds exists for almost all / in J, which implies that, for almost all / in J, the function a-A(i, /), where i is the identity function from J to </, is summable on J. Moreover, 1/A(t, /) is continuous on «/ -{/} and bounded there. Therefore a is the product of a summable function and a bounded measurable function; hence it is summable on J.
Theorem 3.2. If \a\2 exists and is finite, then ||a||2äO.
Proof. This theorem can be proved by making use of ideas in the proof of Lemma 1, p. 9, of [6] .
It can be shown that, if ||o¡||2 and ||f3||2 exist and are finite, then the integral Hsxs P, where P(s, t) = (as)(ßt)A(s, t), exists and is finite. This shows that the set of all functions a such that |a||2 exists and is finite can be regarded as an inner product space with the inner product <a, ß} given by the above integral. Let two functions a and ß of this space be called equivalent if and only if |o¡-ß\\ =0, and let a representative be chosen from each equivalence class. Let 0> be the inner product space of representatives.
To discuss the classical Neumann-Poincaré integral equation, it is convenient to introduce the linear operator T in 0> defined as follows. Let Y be the function defined for each pair (x, y) of real numbers such that x2 + y2^0 by the equality r(x,v) = iog(c/v(x2+>'2)), let DUtT be its directional derivative in the direction of the vector ut= -D-nt + iD£t, and let K(s, t) = (l/Tr)DUir(ts-èt, rp-nt),
for each ordered pair (s, t) in J x J except (slf 0), (0, sx), and those for which s=t. Since K is continuous on/x/ except on a set of measure zero, it is measurable there. Moreover (see §6, Property (iii)), because the function whose value at s is J^r \K(s, t)| satisfies a Holder condition on 38, it is bounded and measurable on J. If ||a||2 exists, then, by Lemma 3.1, a is summable on J, and it follows that the integral j0m §s0m \asK(s, t)\ dt ds exists. Then, by Fubini's theorem, the function Ta whose value at / is \¿ (a-K(i, /)), is summable on J. Theorem 3.3. //|H|2 exists, then \\Ta\\2 exists.
Proof. It is not difficult to show that the function H such that R(s,t) = j^(\K(s,¿)\A(i,t)) is continuous on J x J (see §6, Property (v)) and then that, for every function a for which ||aj|2 exists, the function ß such that ßx=\j (\a\-H(i, x)) is continuous on J. If ||a||2 exists, Ta is summable on J, and hence \¿ {ß-1 Tu\) exists. But f (j3-|ra|) = f" f" f" |«x| \K{x,t)\ \Tas\Ait, s) dt dx ds = ¡Ta\\\ where Kn(s, /)=JV (Kn-X(s, i)-K(i, /)) and KX = K. Since the function H for which H(s, t)=\j (K(s, i)-A(i, /)) has the property that H(s, t) = H(t, s), as can be shown from Green's second identity, it follows that, for every a and ß in 0, (Ta, ß} = <«,TjS>.
4. Definition and properties of Qn. In classical potential theory (see, for example, [5, p. 299]) , it is shown that there exists an orthonormal set {<px,..., <pm} of functions such that lV,=<p, for j= 1,..., m. Moreover, these functions have the properties that, for some nonzero real numbers cu ..., cm, .,.
' <Pk = ck ifk=j For a proof of this theorem, see [6, p. 15] . Let / be the identity mapping of the complex plane onto itself, and, for each / in J', let <b'e(I, t) he the solution of the exterior Dirichlet problem for 38 with boundary values Kn(i, i). Since, for each / in J, DiKn(i, t) satisfies a Holder condition on 88 if zz is sufficiently large (see §6, Property (vii)), it follows (see [3, p. Ill] ) that for each (s, t) in Jv.J, lim2^Cs Duf&'e(z, t) exists, and the function whose value at í is given by this limit is continuous on 88. Therefore, since the operator T is compact in H2[0, sm] (see [7, pp. 326-329] for all / in ./and all z in 3Se, the unbounded region determined by 8 §. Since <1>^(7, /) -<J>e(7, /) is a function which is harmonic in 3Se and whose normal derivative is zero on 38, it follows by the uniqueness, to within an additive constant, of the solution of the Neumann problem, that there is a function y on J to J such that
for all z in 3Se. An explicit expression for the function On whose existence is asserted in Theorem 4.1 is given by the equality
where co = 2f« i cyp¡. Let
for each z in 3S¡, where 38¡ is the union of the interior regions determined by 38, let
for each z in 3Se, and let
Then, by the well-known behavior of the normal derivative of the potential due to a single-layer distribution, Proof. Since lim2_c" <5>¡(z, t) = Kn(v, t), one can show, by using the well-known discontinuous behavior of a potential arising from a double-layer distribution and the uniqueness of the solution of the Dirichlet problem, that there exists a function A; satisfying equation (4) if and only if the integral equation (6) Afp
has a solution. Since (see [7, pp. 326-329] ) the operator T is compact in -£?2[0, sm], the Fredholm theory is applicable. The homogeneous equation corresponding to (6) has no nontrivial solutions, and hence for each / in J, equation (6) 
where P is the Fredholm resolvent for the kernel K2n. From this expression it follows that A,-is bounded on/x/ and A¡(v, i) satisfies a Holder condition on 39 uniformly in v, since the functions Jjl'o1 (-1)^ + ; and P are both bounded on JxJ, and the function ^"ô1 (-iyKn+j(v, i) satisfies a Holder condition on 39 uniformly in v (see §6, Property (iv)). Moreover, if p is taken to be 2« in equation (7), it follows that, for each v in J, DxA¡(v, i) exists and satisfy Holder conditions on 88 uniformly with respect to / (see §6, Property (hi)), it follows from (8) that DiA¡(i, t) satisfies a Holder condition on 38, uniformly with respect to /. Similarly, DXA¡ is bounded on J x J. This completes the proof of the statements about A,-in the lemma. A similar treatment of <3>'e is impossible because the integral equation corresponding to (6) has the same limit on 88 as does <b't(I, /), but its limit at infinity is zero, whereas l^^oo <b'eiz, t)=yt. From these considerations, equation (5) where the same Holder condition as was exploited in (9) has been used here. From the fact that |r*73fc/-r2»/L/| g ||Qail(.,0IHI&-iM ^ «olA-ftl.
[June it follows that the sequence of continuous functions T2nßx, T2nß2, T2nß3,... is uniformly convergent, so that the limit function is continuous on 88. Since this pointwise convergence implies convergence in the norm, the limit function is T2na. Now the functions of <& are uniformly bounded because, by the relation (10), | T2nat | S a'0cQ, for some positive number a'0. Moreover, IS is equicontinuous because, for each a in ^ and each / and t+hinJ, \T2"a(t + h)-T2«at\ S ||ß2n0,/ + A)-i22n0,/)||.||a|| S c0fi\A(t + h, t)\°b y Lemma 4.4. By Ascoli's theorem, every sequence of functions in & contains a pointwise convergent subsequence, which subsequence also converges in the norm. This shows that T2n is compact in 3V. Since T is self-adjoint, it follows (see, for example, [7, p. 317] , that J is compact in 3t.
From the first part of this proof, it follows that every characteristic vector of T is a function which satisfies a Holder condition on 38 because every characteristic vector of T is also a characteristic vector of J2\ 6. Properties of K. For convenience, certain properties of K and its iterates are listed here. The set if is the set obtained by removing the points (0, sx), (sx, 0), and all points of the diagonal (i.e., points of the form (s, s)) from the set Jx.J. The number b is the exponent of the Holder condition satisfied by Dt,.
(i) For each positive integer n, if 1 -nb>0, then Kn-l^l1""6 is bounded on I?; if 1 -zz/z < 0, then Kn is bounded on if. Hence, for sufficiently large zz, it is possible to define Kn at all points of J x J by continuity.
(ii) For each positive integer zz, DxKn exists and, if 1 -(«-l)Zz>0, then (DxKn)-\A\2-nb is bounded on Ü; if l-(zz-l)A<0, then (DxKn)-\A\2~b is bounded on if. (iii) If a is any function which is bounded and measurable on J, then the function whose value at / is jj, (Kn(t, ¿) ■ a) satisfies a Holder condition on 88 with exponent min{l,n¿z}, for each positive integer n. In particular, if q is a positive integer such that Kq is bounded on if, then Kq+n(i, s) satisfies a Holder condition on 38 with exponent min {1, nb} for all s in J'.
(iv) If a is any function which is bounded and measurable on J, then the function whose value at s is \j(K(i, s)-a) satisfies a Holder condition on 38 with exponent b', where b' is any number such that 0<b'<b. In particular, if q is a positive integer such that Kq is bounded on ¿f, then Kq+n(s, i) satisfies a Holder condition on 88 with exponent V for every positive integer zz and for every s in J.
(v) There exist ax, a2, bx, and b2 such that ax > 0, a2 > 0, 0 < bi < 1, 0 < b2 < 1, and \H(s+h,t+k)-H(s,t)\ S ai\A(s+h,s)\>>i+a2\A(t+k,t)\b2 for all (s, t)inJy.J and all A and k sufficiently close to zero. This statement is also true if H is replaced by H. The induction argument for Property (ii) outlined by Warschawski (see [6, p. 12] ) for the case m = 1 extends easily to the case of several contours. Properties (i) and (ii) can then be used to prove (iii). Property (iv) can be proved as follows. Suppose that |o¡í| <c0 for all s in J and that £< and tft+k) both belong to 39¡, and let r be a positive number such that r<\(sj-sj-i)-Let k be any number such that 2\k\ <r, and let Sx={s: 2\k\ S \A(s, 0| ^ r}, £2 = {s: \A(s, t)\ Ï 2\k\}. Then, for each s in SX\J g2, X(s, i), X(i, s), Y(s, î), and Y(i, s) satisfy a Holder condition on Sx u ê2 with exponent è (see [4, p. 20] Since, for some positive number d0 and for all is, t) in J x J, X\s, t) + Y2{s, t) > d0, it follows that N{s, i) and A^t, s) satisfy a Holder condition on Sx u S2 with exponent b, for each j in Sx u ¿"2.
The integration by parts is justified because the function is continuous on 38, and its derivative exists and is continuous except possibly at s and /, and its derivative is summable on J. Property (vii) can now be proved as follows. By Properties (i) and (ii), fot p and q sufficiently large, DxKp(s, t) is summable and Kq(i, t) is bounded, so that DxKp+q(s, t) = ^ (DxKp(s, 0■£,(*, /)), and hence DxKp+q is bounded. Therefore, by Property (iv), DxKp+q+xis, i) satisfies a Holder condition on 38 because DxKp + q + x(s, t) = j^(DxKp + q(s, O-^O, /)).
The fact that DxKp+q+x(i, t) also satisfies a Holder condition on 38 then follows from Property (vi).
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